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ABSTRACT
The objective of the Antenna Control System is to
utilize the analysis and software development performed
for the simulated 40-foot antenna system to produce a
unified software package providing complete computer control
of the 40-foot antenna system at the NTTF.
The control system comprises a position programmer,
scan generator and a digital controller.
The programs developed under this contract were meant
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This final report covers work performed under task
order NAS 5-9756-192. During the period, beginning in April
1969 and ending in November 1970, a real-time antennna con-
trol system was developed and tested at the NTTF facilites.
Programs developed under task orders NAS 5-9756-103, -112
and -117 were incorporated, some in substantially modified
form, into the final version.
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1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF WORK
The object of this work is to design, develop and
test a real-time antenna control system, utilizing a
digital computer and related peripherals, for the 40-ft
antenna at NTTF. The control system comprises a position
programmer, scan generator and a digital controller.
The digital controller may be used to replace the servo-
amplifier. When the digital controller is selected the
antenna is completely controlledby the real-time pro-
gram in all its modes of operation.
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1.2 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
By definition, digital systems are discrete as
opposed to continuous for analog systems. For control-
ling analog devices, there is a lower bound to the frequ-
ency at which the digital device must operate. This will
be determined in another section. The frequency of opera-
tion shall be referred to as the sampling frequency. A
simple method to insure this condition is achieved by
executing the necessary operations at the occurrence of
an interrupt at the specified frequency.
The totality of operations to be performed make up
the real-time program. It is divided into modules accord-
ing to function. When the interrupt becomes active, a
12 entry schedule is executed. Each slot in the schedule
references a particular module. Some entries are perman-
ent while others are selected according to the mode of
operation desired. The updating of the schedule is the
function of the mode control program, while the executive
program handles the interrupt and executes the current
schedule.
It is obvious that one of the permanent entries
must be the mode control program. Another is the display
program which updates the real-time display to be found
on the antenna console. These displays show the command
time, real position and command position. Still another




GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
2.1 SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the real-time
system. The dotted line represents the boundary between
the analog and digital components. Inputs to the program
are handled by A/D converters and the outputs by D/A's.
The time and position bias are transmitted by discrete
inputs. This applies also to status information from the
antenna console. Limit indicators as well as type I or
type II operation are transmitted to the console via dis-
crete outputs.
Moving from left to right the first block encoun-
tered in Figure 1 is the tape input to the predict inter-
polation program. The start address of this program is
permanently stored in the schedule table. Essentially,
this program outputs predict angles interpolated from
data acquired from previous passes of the specific satel-
lite or from knowledge of intended orbit before launch.
This data is received in ENV coordinates. The ENV to XY
conversion program prior to a pass reduces this data to XY
angles one second apart. During a pass the data is inter-
polated to produce predict X and Y angles every 1/20 of a
second. This program is always executed regardless of the
mode of operation desired.
If stow mode is .selected then the stow program is
executed. It produces command angles corresponding to




















































































At this point three options can be exercised. A
position bias can be added to the command angle, scan can
be superimposed over the predicts or augmentation may
be added.
The modified command angle is then checked to in-
sure its validity. The limits on the X and Y command angles
are derived from the contour limits of the antenna.
The servo error is calculated next as the difference
between the command angle and the real position of the
antenna. This error is limited to 10°. If any of the
position modes are selected then this error is used to
point the antenna.
If manual position is selected the output of the
joy stick after suitable processing by the demodulator is
fed by an A/D to the real-time program. The angle is set
to this value.
However, in the autotrack mode the receiver error
is used to drive the antenna. The error can be fed either
to the analog servo-amplifier or to the digital controller.
The functions of both of these devices will be discussed
in a later section. The outputs of either is a valve




The executive and the mode control programs de-
fine the operation of the system. The executive program
executes the appropriate programs according to a priority
scheme previously determined by the mode control program.
The mode of operation is selected at the antenna console.
Then mode control reinitializes the schedule table to
reflect the status of the console.
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ANTENNA EXECUTIVE
When the program interrupt occurs the ES operating
system branches to the starting address of the antenna
executive program. At this point, the interrupt is said
to be in the active state. So long as the interrupt is
active no lower priority operation will be executed by
the computer.
The first task is to update the interface. This
is performed by the subroutine APIO. The interface holds
the previous values until it is updated. The inputs are
read and used to calculate the appropriate outputs which
are subsequently written to the interface.
Next, the real-time is obtained in BCD format and
converted to seconds by the subroutine ASTIME. This time
is used by 'the predict interpolation program in finding
the correct predicts from the tape.
The schedule table is executed next. Typical
schedules are discussed under mode control. Finally,
the interrupt is reset and control is returned to the S5.
The execution time varies according to the mode of opera-
tion. The maximum time measured is less than 20 ms. Since
the interrupt occurs every 50 ms, this allows 30 ms to be





As described earlier, the schedule table (Table 1)
contains several permanent entries, one of which must
be mode control. The function of this program is to update
the schedule to reflect the current status of the antenna
console. The program is in two parts. The first part
checks the discrete status function #1 (Table 2) for any
changes. If no change is indicated the schedule is not
updated. However, if the status has changed the second part
is executed. The status function is scanned and the
appropriate programs are entered into the schedule table.
Five modes are presently implemented, namely, pro-
gram, manual velocity, manual position, autotrack and stow.
For program mode the antenna is driven according "'
to data obtained from previous passes or projected orbits.
Since thlis-data is not necessarily exact, provisions are
incorporated that allow improvements in tracking accuracy.
Scan is used as an aid to acquisition of the satellite.
Augmentation improves tracking by forcing a receiver null.
Moreover, the add or subtract time, add X and add Y bias
switches, allow manipulations of orbit data to improve tracking.
Manual velocity drives the antenna at a velocity
proportional to the output of the joy stick. Similarly,
in the manual position mode, the output of the joy stick
is used to drive the antenna to the position indicated
by the console synchroes.
For the Autotrack mode, the receiver error deter-
mines velocity of antenna. The stow mode drives the
antenna to predetermined angles corresponding to the stow
position of the antenna.






























Capital Letters are Permanent
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TABLE 2























PROPOSED NEW SCHEDULE TABLE
0 MODE CONTROL
1 STATION TIME
2 Add Time or Subtract Time
3 PROGRAM MODE
4 Manual Program Mode (Predicts = 0)
5 Add X Bias
6 Add Y Bias
7 Scan or Augmentation
8 Stow or Manual Position
9 Position Limit Check
10 Servo Error Calculation or Autotrack
11 Error Limit Check
12 Digital Position Loop or Manual Velocity
13 Digital Velocity Loop
14 Output to S/A or Value Driver





Command angles generated by this program are de-
rived from data obtained from a predict tape. The format
of this data is shown in Figure 2. The predicts are read,
ten records at a time, and written into either of two
buffers, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The choice of
buffer depends on the mode of operation, which is itself
determined by the location of the buffer pointer. If the
pointer points to a record in the second buffer, the pro-
gram is in mode 1 operation. Consequently, the data in
buffer 1 is old and is replaced with new data from the
predict tape. When the buffer pointer locates a record
in the first buffer, the data in the second buffer is
updated. The data in either buffer is exhausted in 10
secondsA, whih is mu ch greater than the ti.mc noedod to
perform the I/O operations necessary to fill the other
buffer. Once a buffer has been filled, a flag is set to
guard against it being filled again until it has been
used. This flag is reset when the other buffer is filled.
Since the I/O is performed simultaneously with program
processing the effective I/O time is negligible.
Assuming that the data in the buffers is current,
then the buffer pointer is obtained as follows:
Assume that the station time is 00:10:23 or 623
secs. The difference between this quantity and
the time in the first record of buffer 1 is cal-
culated. Referring to Figure 3 we find that this
difference is 623 - 610 = 13. This will be the
buffer pointer in mode 0 operation. In mode 1
operation, the predict time of the first record
4-1
WORD 1 Satellite ID






8 - For Future Use



































Figure 3. Predict Buffers - Mode 0
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of buffer 1 is 630 (Figure 4). The difference between the
station time and the predict time is then 623 -
630 = -7. To obtain the buffer pointer, we add
20 to -7 and the pointer is 13 as before.
The buffer pointer locates the proper record which
contains the current command angles. Since successive
records contain coordinates corresponding to times 1 sec-
ond apart and since the sampling frequency is 20 times a
second, interpolation is necessary. The coordinate incre-
ments are calculated by taking the difference between the
coordinates at time t and those at time t + 1 and dividing
by 20. These increments are added to the previous X and Y
command angles. New increments are calculated every time
the buffer pointer changes.
Besides providing command angles corresponding to
predicts, this program has provisions for searching the
predict tane for the appropriate records and safeguards
against tape mishaps.
When the initial position switch is pressed on
the console, the predict tape is rewound and positioned
at the first record if the initial predict time is ahead
of the station time. Otherwise, it searches for a predict
time in coincidence with station time.
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4.1.1 Scan
As an aid in acquiring satellites a scan function
is provided. It is of the form
X = a y cos X y (1)
Y = a y sin W y (2)
where X and Y are the scan offsets in degrees, a y is the
effective scan radius and w is the radial velocity in
radians/sec; also
y = Y (T)
These are the equations of a spiral. It is desirable that
the instantaneous tangential velocity be constant. This
velocity is given by
v = X + y(3)
and
X = a y cos W y - a W y y sin w y (4)




~~2 2 2'222V = [a2y2 + C2w2y2y2
= A Ty (1+w2y2 )
ay 21 + 22lW y (6)
To simplify matters, we ignore the "1" under the square
sign in the last expression and we will explore the consequ-
ences of this action later. Thus,















Since y must be zero at t = 0 then C = 0, therefore,
Y= V Z-
The distance along the spiral is given by:






































Since v' is constant then the time necessary to traverse
the distance D is simply
=D D 5r
max v - k 2k
R
max (13)
From equation 8 we obtain
2k t 




Since a and w are defined in terms of ymax (eq. 10 and 11)
then one can choose ymax at will. Let
YM = tm (15)max max
Then it follows that:






and from equation 8 we have
(19)Y = ; Ymax t (9
We note, at this point, that equations 1 and 2 describe
the same spiral regardless of the functional form ofY .
The dependence of y on t determines only the rate of the
execution of the spiral. The definitions 16 through 19
were obtained as a result of an approximation to equation
6. To illustrate the consequence of this approximation,
we consider a typical case, where R max = 1 deg., k = 0.5
deg/sec. The velocity is found to be:
4-10
I 1/2
1= 1 16 + 256
3 [t
The first term in the brackets is proportional to the error.
In Figure 5 the velocity is plotted as a function of time.
It is found that at t = 0.1 secs the velocity is 0.656 and
at t = 0.1 v is 0.515 and at t = 3 secs v is very nearly
0.500. One concludes that this error is tolerable, expecially
in view of the fact that the error occurs at the "eye" of
the spiral.
The scan program reads the scan radius from the
antenna console and executes four spirals as shown in
Figure 6. If hold-scan is selected the spiral is stopped
and the last values held. When scan is selected the scan
angles are added to the predicts.
4.1.2 Augmentation
Though predict data is normally quite good, it still
contains a, prediction error that can be nulled out by
using augmentation. This scheme consists of adding the
receiver error in an appropriate fashion to the predict
data. As implemented, the augmentation scheme consists
of a low-pass filter and an integrator. The operation of
the filter and integrator will be discussed under Section
5. The characteristics of the filter are shown in Figure 7.
The filter is necessary since the receiver error
signal can be excessively noisy. The integrator is used
to force a receiver null. The output of the integrator
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Figure 6. Scan Pattern
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Figure 7. Low Pass Filter Characteristics
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4.1.3 Manual Program Mode
In this mode the predicts are set to zero and
the command angles are determined by the setting of the
X and Y Bias digit switches.
4.2 MANUAL VELOCITY
The output of the joy stick is interpreted as a
velocity command and fed to the velocity loop of the digital
controller.
4.3 MANUAL POSITION
The output of the joy stick is interpreted as
position error and is transmitted to the position loop of
thc digital controller.t1c -   -.-
4.4 STOW
Predetermined angles, corresponding to the stow
position of the antenna (normally X = Y = 0), are fed to
the position loop of the digital controller.
4.5 AUTOTRACK
The receiver error is a position error and is inserted
into the position loop, which will be discussed in Section 5.
4-15
SECTION 5.0
SERVO-AMPLIFIER AND DIGITAL CONTROLLER
Both the servo-amplifier and the digital controller
serve the same function, viz., to convert an input error
signal into an appropriate drive voltage to the antenna
hydraulic system. There are two types of errors: position
and velocity errors. They are handled respectively by the
by the position and velocity loops of either device. The
digital controller is a program for a general purpose
computer that performs the functions of the servo-amplifier.
The method used to design the digital controller will be
discussed later.
5.1 SERVO-AMPLIFIER OPTIONS
Either the analog servo-amplifier or the digital
controller may be selected. This is indicated by the set-
ting of the bits 16 and 17 of the discrete status function
#1 (Table 1). In the first case, the position error is
transmitted to the S/A and, in the other case, a voltage
corresponding to the positionerror is applied by the digi-
tal controller to the hydraulic valve system.
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DIGITAL CONTROLLER*
In Figure 9 we present a simplified circuit diagram
of the servo-amplifier. It is composed of impedance ele-
ments and operational amplifiers. An operational amplifier
is best described in terms of its characteristics. It is
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* The material discussed in this section is treated in
greater detail in the books by B.C. Kuo. 1. "Automatic




















































By Kirchoff's rules, the currents at the summing junction
(i.e., 0) must add up to zero. Therefore,
I= Ii +If= 0Ia in f
or





e. -e .)in s j
R.iin
Solving for e we obtain:
0
-Rf




We have neglected esi =-10 - 9 eo . Thus, for an operational
amplifier, the only important parameters are the input
and output resistances. It can be shown that, in general,
-Zf
eO zi- em (7)0 'Z. -inin
Where Zf and Zin. are the feedback and input impedences.in
In addition, for multiple inputs we have
~k) 
lk)e = zf k i8)
k in
Laplace transform theory
cal systems. We will be
theorems, viz.:
simplifies the analysis of physi-
concerned here with only two
(1) L [Kf(t)] = KL[f(t)] = KF(s)
t
f ~  ~ Fs)L[J (T) d] S(2) |  dT] = F(s)
The Laplace transform is a linear operator, i.e.





Returning to the discussion of the operational amplifier
we note that the results 6, 7 and 8 imply the following
equivalent circuit:
Figure 10. Equivalent Circuit I
The summing junction (SJ) is a virtual ground.














* Millman, "Vacuum and Semiconductor Electronics,"





To illustrate how T(s) is calculated we consider the
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The transform of E is simply:
V








ET(s) = I3(s) R6
I44(s) 
C3 s
from which we conclude that:












= 13 (1 + R6 C3 s)
ITCs ) ZT(s)
we must have using 16,
ZT (s)
I3 R6
















Z0 (s) 1 + R7C2s1 7 2
and








We define two transfer functions, viz.;
+ R7 /R5
1 + R7C2 s
R7
R6
1 + R6 C3 s














The velocity loop is then given by:
Velocit) Hydraulic Valve
Amplifier #1 in Figure 8 is hooked up as a simple d.c.
amplifier. Its transfer function is obtained directly
from 6, i.e.:
R2CinG(s) = n = (30)
e o R
Amplifier #2 is connected as a combination amplifier-
integrator and the impedance of the feedback network is
obtained as follows:
C 1 R4C1 4 Ec
AA A A Ea
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E (s) = -I(s) R4 - (s)
o is0 4 ~~~.C1S
On the other hand:
Ein(s) = I(s) R3





(R 4 Cls + 1)
R3Cl1
The s-transform equivalent of the servo-amplifier in Figure
9 is shown in Figure 11.
Since the servo-amplifier is to be duplicated on a


















In a hybrid device the analog and digital components
are connected together via an interface.
u
Analog A) B Digital C r D Analog
On input, the digital device will sample the interface at
prescribed intervals separated by a period T. On output,
the interface holds the last value until it is altered at
the follow.n. interval. This is illustatd in Figure 12,
where an analog signal is shown as it appears at the point
A, followed by the digital input at the sampling moments
nT.. For the sake of simplicity the digital device merely
transmits these values to the output interface at C.
Finally, the resultant analog signal is shown as it appears
at D. It is immediately obvious that a high sampling fre-
quency is desirable to maintain the integrity of the signal.
In any case, we need a mathematical device to make
the transition from A to D in Figure 12. This is the Z-
transform. If the analog signal at A is described by the
function e(t) then the digital signal at B is given by
5-14




Digital Input - B
7T 9T
I I I
Digital Output - C
7T 9T
I I I
Analog Output - D
7T 9T
T 3T
Figure 12. Digital Reconstruction of Analog Signal
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o00
e*(t) = e(t) 6 (t - nT) (32)
0
where 6(x) is the Dirac delta function. Equation 32 can
be simplified to read:
e*(t) = I
0
e(nT) 6 (t. - nT)
The Laplace transform of the above is then:
co












E*(s) = E(z) = Z e(nT) z - (36)
0
This is called the Z-transform of e(t), which is in contrast
to the Laplace transform
E(s) = f
0




In general, it can be said that any time function that
possesses a Laplace transform will also have a z-transform.
It is important to note that the inverse z-transform is
not unique, i.e., there exists a class of time functions
e(t) that have the same z-transform. This follows from
the fact that the z-transform is computed according to
the behavior of e(t) at the sampling instants only. As
an example, we show in Figure 13 two time functions
e (t)
T 3T 5T 7T 9T
Figure 13. Non-Uniqueness cf Z Transform
that have the same digital form; in other words,
the value of the two functions coincide at the sampling
instants.
One does not compute the z-transforms, usually,
since z-transform tables are available. A digital circuit,
whose z-transforms are obtained in this manner, does not
necessarily have the same frequency response as the equiva-
lent analog circuit. We, therefore, choose another method
that ensures a closer correspondence between the frequency
response of the digital and that of the analog system.
It may be called the equal corner frequency approach.
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It was shown earlier that, z = eTs (eq. 35). Since
the frequency response of an analog system is obtained by
setting s = iw we then have
iwT






- e -1 (
m :i (40)
Multplybot denmintorandnumeato bye -iwT/2thsMultiply both denominator and numerator by e i
m
T / 2 thus:
iwT/2 -iwT/2,
e + e
- e -e iwT/2 (41)
e ~+ e
= i tan (wT/2)
To analyze the response' of the digital system in w-space
we set w = i y then:
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W = 1 y i tan (T )
or
y = tan (2)
The digital corner frequency y is related to the analog
corner frequency by equation 42. All of the transfer
functions encountered in the analyis of the servo-amplifier
1
can be reduced to the form U+. To obtain the z-transfer
function we calculate y from the relation 42, substitute
w for S and finally use the relation 39, i.e.,
1 1 1
_~~I+ -+ =S+w w+y z-1 +
z+l
or
T(z) = z+l(1+y) z- (1-y)
As an example consider the filter used in the augmentation
program, viz.:
.32 .32






A(z) -~ 1.008 Z-.992
(44)
A(z) .317 (z+l)A( z) = .984
The final value theorem for Laplace transforms states that
the final value is given by:
Uim f(t) = gim s F(s)
s>O
A transfer function is the ratio of two^ transfor-m-s, for
example,
A(s)G(s) : BTs
and the final value of "d.c. gain" will be
(45)









d.c. gain = rim G(s)
S*O
Since z = eTs then at s = 0, z = 1. Therefore





d.c. gain = 2imit
W-0o
G (w) (48)
A special case is the integrator, whose Laplace transform is
1/S. Using equation 46 one finds that its gain is infinite.
For a unit step input, the output of the integrator is a
ramp with a slope of 1 (Figure 14).
7------___





0 123 4 5 6 7 89
Figure 14. Integrator
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Having obtained the z-transfer functions we are
left with the task of implementing them on a digital com-
puter. A physically realizable transfer function D(z), i.e.,
one which can be realized by RC elements, may be expressed
in the form
E (z) A + A z+ . A z -n2 0 1 II(9
2D(z) = ' . .-m (49)D(z) 
- - + .-- zmE~ ~~b + b z 1_ .+.. + b z :M





D(z) o k=l (l=Ckz )D(z) (SO)m -
b k (l+dkz )
o k =l +k
This represents the product of n transfer functions as
shown in Figure 15(b). The output of the one is the in-
put of the next. Thus, it is only necessary to program
Dk(z), which is given by:
E 2 k(Z) 1 + CkZ
Dk(z) Elk(z ) + dk z-1 (51)k ~Elk~
Before we proceed to program Dk(z), let us examine the
z-transfer function of a delayed time function. From equa-
tion 32 we write:
5-23
e* (t-kT) = co
n=o

























Since e(t) is zero for T<0 then
L[e*(t-kT)] = z-k
Define a new integer variable m = n-k, then:




On comparison with equation 36 we conclude that
L[e*(t-kT)] = z k E(z) (59)
Returning to our main problem we cross-multiply in equation
51 to obtain:
E2k(z) + dk z-1 E2 k(z) = Elk(z) + Ck z-l Elk(z) (60)
which may be written; if we take equation 59 into account:






Upon taking the inverse transform of the above we have,
2k k k(tT) = elk(t ) + Ck ek(t-T )
Setting t = nT we write:
e*2k(nT) + dk e2 k[(n-l)T] = elk(nT) + Ck elk[(n-1)T]
(63)
Define INk = e*k and OUTk = e*k we then have:1 k k 2k
OUTk(n) = Nik(n) + Ck INk(nl) - dk OUTk(n-1) (64)
This result is illustrated in Figure 15(d).
The last item to be discussed is the sampling fre-
quency, 1/T. As can be seen from Figure 12, the signal
wave form input to a digital device can be reconstructed
more faithfully at higher sampling frequencies. However,
there is an upper bound due to the finite speed of com-
puters and due to the number of operations to be performed
in addition to sampling. A lower bound is placed on this
frequency since there obviously exists a minimum below
which signal reconstruction is virtually impossible. This
minimum is determined according to the sampling theorem
(see footnote at beginning of this section), which states
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that if a signal contains no frequency higher than Be
e
radians per second, it is completely characterized by
the values of the signal measured at instants of time
separated by T = 1/2 (2) seconds.
(e)
In order to determine the minimum sampling fre-
quency we must examine the time constants and natural
frequencies of the 40-ft antenna.
It can be shown that a transfer function may be
written in the form:
OUT(s) = A (s) =
IN(S)
K m (s + Yj)K11 (sy.
j =1
k PI 2 2
s
+
( s 5 +a) (s +2as+W )
i=l i p np
(65)
Let us examine the response of this system to a unit step




K (s +y )
j=l J
k P.k (s~~u.) Z ~2 2













Figure 15. Cascade Programming for Z-transfer Function
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Expanding by partial fractions one obtains:





C S + DP P I
p22 + 2apS + W2S ~p np
(67)
The inverse transform yields:
OUT(t) = Au(t) +
k
E Bie- 1 +
i=l
k
D E e Pp P
p=l
sin ( t -()
where A, Bi, Dp, and Ep are constants depending on the poles
and zeroes of A(s). The function u(t) is the Heaviside unit
step.
The first term in (68) is the response to the step
function. If the o's and a's are all positive real numbers,
then the exponential terms will decay to zero as time in-
creases. Thus, the first term is the steady-state response
and the others represent the transient response. The
quantities 5- are the time constants of the system and wnp
.1 
are the natural frequencies. In Figure 16 transient response
to a unit step is shown.
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,e tsin wt (a=0) (a=0)
l- iw
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0- -at sin t .--- iw.... .. +i  jXv .
Figure 16. Response for Various Root Locations
In the S-Plane
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The design for the NTTF 40 ft. antenna lists the
following approximation to the antenna system transfer function:
A(s) = 1.6 x 10
-
4 s2 + 1
(0.0875 s-l) (6.69 x 10^4 s2+9.6 x 10= 3 s+l)
(69)
2.74 (s2+6250)
(sf11 42) (s2+14.37 s+1500)
(70)
Comparison with equation 66 yields the following results:
a = 11.42













The roots of the quadratic in equation 66 are:
s = -a + i 2n
= -a + i w
Therefore
X= 0 (14 -37)2
= 37.9 rad/sec
This is the actual frequency of oscillation; the period
of oscillation is given by










T = = 0.138 sec7.18
The smallest time constant is given by
min(T , Tt, ) = 0.0875 sec.
and the corresponding frequency is 11.42. Then by the
sampling theorem the sampling frequency should be at least
23 cps. We have chosen 20 cps and it seems to be practical
enough.
5.3 DIGITAL CONTROLLER PROGRAMS
There are two programs that handle the digital con-
troller functions. The first manages position errors, while
the other handles velocity inputs. In the position modes
there are two types of operation. Type I operation concerns
large position errors. In this case the integrator (IA) in
Figure 11 is replaced by a gain factor (equivalent to a d.c.




errors, the integrator is used to force a servo null. In-
dicators on the antenna console are activated to reflect
the type of operation. The output of this program is a
velocity signal, which is used by the second program. This
program accepts either a velocity command from the joy
stick on the antenna console or the output of the previous





These programs perform subsidiary functions such
as decoding data from the antenna interface or calculating
real-time. They are divided into three categories: prepass,
pass and postpass.
6.1 PREPASS PROGRAMS
These routines are not part of the real-time pro-
gram. They are executed before a pass. The two programs
in this series provide a listing of the passes contained
on the NASA provided ENV predict tape and produce XY
predict tapes for use with the real-time program.
6.1.1 Predict Listing
The data on the NASA tape is scanned and a listing
is produced, which identifies the data by satellite identi-
fication number, orbit number, dateand pass duration.
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6.1.2 ENV to XY Conversion
Data on the NASA tape is in *the form of ENV coordi-
nates. Since the NTTF 40-ft antenna is of the XY variety, the
data must be converted. The relationship between ENV and XY






Figure 17. XY Coordinates - 40-foot Antenna
The ENV coordinates are referred to the origin 0, which is
the location of the NTTF 40-ft antenna. The relationships
between the two sets of coordinates are found, by inspec-
tion, to be:
X = arctan [] (1)
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Y = arctan N
E
The ENV coordinates are provided at intervals of one minute or more.
Since the real-time program needs new coordinates every
1/20 second, it was decided to interpolate, in the ENV to 
XY program, to provide predicts every second. Then in the
real-time program a linear interpolation scheme is used to
obtain coordinates at the required frequency.
The method used in this program is a polynomial
interpolation method. We assume that
f(t +h = f(t ) + a(ph) + b(ph)2 + c(ph) 3 + d(ph) 4
' 0 O ...
(3)
where h is the time interval between points (usually 1 minute
minute) and p is any number such that
- 2 < p < 2
For any five data points we can write









- ah + bh2 - ch3 + dh4
+ ah + bh 2 + ch3 + dh4
f(to+2h) = f(to) = 2ah2 + 4bh2 + 8ch3 + 16dh4 (9)
The first differences are then given by:
A1 = f(t -h) - f(to-2h) = ah - 3bh2 + 7ch - 15dh1 ~0 0
(10)
= f(to) f(to-h) = ah - bh2 +ch3A2 = f (t0) - f Ct 0-h) = ah - bh + ch - dh4 (11)
A3 = f(t+h) - f(t o ) ah + bh2 + ch3 + dh 4A3 = f(t +h) - f(t ) = ah + bh + ch + dh
3 ~0 0 (12)
A
4
= f(t +2h) - f(to+h) = ah + 3bh2 + 7ch3 + 15dh4
(13)
It follows that:






A + A2 3
A3 - A2
A4 - A1
= 2ah + 2ch3 (15)
= 2bh2 + 2dh4
= 6bh2 + 30dh4
Solving for a, b, c and d we obtain:
A2 + A3 - 2ch3
~a - 2h






A + A -A AA1 + A4 - -A 3C = , 3
12h




Using the values of the coefficients from above one can
calculate the value of the function for any time in the
interval (to-2h) < t < (to+2h) from equation 3.
In addition, range, range rate and (X,Y) velocities
are calculated from the following relations:
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2 2 2 1/ 2
R = (E + N + V2) 1/2
R = R(t+At) - R(t)
At
*= X(t+At) - X(t)
X ~ = At
and
= Y(t+At) - Y(t)
At
6.2 PASS PROGRAMS
These routines are parL of the real-time program
and perform secondary functions. A complete list with in-
dividual descriptions follows.
6.2.1 Interface I/O Program
Communication between the real-time program and the
antenna is performed via the interface. This is performed
by transmitting one or more 32 bit words to the interface
in the form:
I Address Data 1I






If bit "0" is set (i.e., "1") the address corresponds to
an input, in which case the data bits are set to reflect
the current status of that input. If bit "O" is reset,
the address is interpreted as output. The data is trans-
mitted to the antenna console. It is either discrete or
analog. Discrete data is used, for example, to reflect
the status of the real-time program and antenna or to
operate indicator lights on the console. Analog data is
used, for instance, to drive the antenna. Data input to
the real-time program is shown in Table 4.
The analog to digital converter converts analog
signals into a 15-bit integer, which is consequently
placed into the command word according to the format below:
ADDRESS UNUSED' DATA
0 7 8 1718 31
Since the data in positions 0 - 16 is not usable and since
we use word arithmetic, the sign bit (17) is extended all
the way to the left producing a properly signed 32 bit
integer.
The encoder data has the format:
ADDRESS UNUSED DATA
. I i I I I I I ! i ! I l I I I I I I I I 1 ' I
0 78 1415 31
Since the encoder data is always positive but positions





HEX DEC SYMBOL USAGE STORED IN
96 150 AlXTACK X - Tachometer APDTACHX
96 150 AlYTACK X - Tachometer APDTACHX
97 151 AlXERYTACK Y - ReTachometeiver Error APDTACHY
98 152 A1XER X - Receiver Error APXTRACK
99 153 A1 YER Y - Receiver Errormmand APXJOYTRACK
9A 154 AlYJOY X - Velocity Command APXJOY
8A9B 13855 AXSLAV1YJOY Y - (PVelocity Commandystick APXSLAYJOY
8A 138 A1XSLAVl X - (Pos.) Joystick APXSLAV
8 139248 A1YSLAVXENC X - En(Pos.) Joystickder APXENYSLAV
F8 248 A1XENC X - Encoder APXENC
F9 25049 AlXBIAS X - Position Biasder APDXBIAYENC
FA 250 AY1XBIAS X - Position Bias APDXBIAS
FB 251 AlYBIAS Y -Position Bias APDYBIAS
FF 255 AlTBIAS Time Bias APDTBiAS
FE 254 AlSTATl Status Word #1 APSTAT1
FD 253 A1STAT2 Status Word #2 APSTAT2
FC 252 AiSTAT3 Status Word #3 APSTAT3
E3 227 AITIME REAL TIME APSTSEC
E2 226 AIDAY JULIAN DATE ---
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The status words contain information in all the
bits beyond the address. Therefore only the address posi-
tions are zeroed.
Real-time is provided according to the format:
ADDRESS IXX(IAA B IC I D{ EI F iIjXI
0 78 31
where
A = tens of hours
B = hours
C - tens of minutes
D = minutes
E = tens of seconds
F = seconds
i1n BCD cod. Real-ti me is converted to seconds in he pro-
gram ASTIME.
The maximum encoder value occurs when all bits (15-31)
are set to "1". This is equivalent to the decimal number
17217 - 1. This reading corresponds to 360° . The resolution
of the encoder is then
3600 360 -000275(
17--1 131071 (1)2 -1
The maximum analog input or output is +10 volts which cor-
responds to 214 - 1 (14 bit and sign). The scale factor
used for position error is 1 volt/degree. Then
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10 ° = 214 - 1 counts (2)
or
214_
124 =1 1638.3 counts (3)10
However, for the encoder we have:
217_ 11enc 360 364.1 counts (4)enc 360 (4
In order to have uniformity of units, one must multiply the
encoder reading by the factor:
163 8. 3Encoder scale factor = 164.3 = 4.5 (5)364 .1
It was noticed that occassionally an encoder reading is
abnormally large. An encoder "filter" was incorporated
which rejects any reading that exceeds the previous valid
reading by more than a degree. Recalling that the sampl-
ing frequency is 20 cps, one concludes, that if two succes-
sive readings differ by more than a degree, then the
antenna must be moving at a velocityof 20°/sec. This is
neither possible nor desirable. Thus, it seems that the
choice of a maximum 1 degree difference beteen successive
readings allows for normal operating speeds as well as
reduces the effect of the large encoder error, which
occasionally is of the order of 100° .
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Since the encoder range is 0° - 360° and the desired
range is -90 ° to +90°, then encoder is set to a reading
(encoder zero) anywhere in the range 900 - 270° when the
antenna is at zenith. To obtain the true angle the, one
subtracts the encoder reading from the encoder zero.
On output the D/A converter recognizes only the
bits (17-31). Care is taken to assure that program outputs
do note exceed + 214 - 1. Thus, valid data is inserted
into the bit positions (17-31) of the command word which
already contains the appropriate interface address.
For discrete input and output, all data bits in the
command word are processed.









00 0 AIMODOUT Indicator Lights
12 18 A1XRDSP X - Encoder
13 19 A1YRDSP Y - Encoder
14 20 A1XCDSP X - Command
15 21 A1YCDSP Y - Command
16 22 A1CTDSP Command Time
28 40 A1XSERVO X - Valve Signal
*29 41 AlYSERVO Y - Value Signal
2A 42 A1XSAMP X - Program Error
2B 1 43 AlYSAMP I Y - Program Error
6.2.2 Station Time (ASTIME)
Real-time is available at the antenna interface
according to the format described in the previous section.
This program converts real-time from hours, minutes and
seconds to its decimal value in seconds.
6.2.3 Add (X,Y) Bias (ADDX)
When add position (X,Y) bias is selected, the set-
ting of the digit switches on the antenna console is inter-
preted as a BCD number and is converted to units by the
program according to 6.2.1 (equation 3). The format of
the BCD number is XX.XXX degrees. The resultant bias is
added to the command angle.
6.2.4 Add Time Bias (ADDT)
If add or subtract time is selected the setting of
the time digit switches is converted to seconds. The for-
mat of the BCD output of the time switches is HH MM SS.
The time bias is either added or subtracted from command
time.
6.2.5 Limit Check (LIMTEST)
This routine checks whether the quantity in question
is within certain bounds. If the quantity is outside the
specified limits it is set equal to the closer limit. For
example, the command angle should not exceed + 80 degrees.
If the command angle before the limit check is - 84 degrees
it will be set to - 80 degrees.
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6.2.6 Program Mode Error Output (APSAOUT)
This program forms the interface command word used
to transmit the program mode error to the servo-amplifier.
The command word is A1XSAMP (AlYSAMP). The 8 most signifi-
cant bits contain the interface address of the input to
the servo-amplifier while the signed program mode error is
inserted into the 15 least significant bits.
6.2.7 Hydraulic Value Output (APSOUT)
This program is similar to the APSAOUT with the
output of the digital controller substituted for program
mode error and A1XSERVO, the output to the hydraulic valve,
substituted for A1XSAMP.
6.2.8 Servo Error Calculation (APSEC)
The command angle is the sum of the predict, scan
and augmentation. The servo error is calculated as the
difference between the command angle and the encoder value
(true position of the antenna). Prior to this computation
the program ensures that the absolute value of the command
angle does not exceed 80 degrees. This test is performed
by the routine LIMTEST. There is an additional constraint
on the command angles expressed by the equations:
ILxl = 80° -- y < 54.5 ) (1)
ILxI = 80° - 1.49 ( Iy[ - 54.5 -- y > 54.s5
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ILYI = 80° -- X < 42 )
(2)
ILYl = 80 ° - 0.672 (lxi - 42) -- X > 42 
The two sets of equations are equivalent. This condition
arises due to the mechanical design of the XY antenna.
These relations describe a contour within the limits of
the design. The X-command angle is checked for compliance
with equation (1). If it is greater than the allowable
limit expressed by these equations, it will be set equal
to this limit.
The servo error is calculated next. The routine
LIMTEST is used to limit this error to + 10°. The result
is stored in APXTF4IN(APYTF4IN).
6.2.9 Console Display Program (APDISPLY)
Command time, (X,Y) command angles as well as
(X,Y) real angles are displayed at the antenna console
once a second. This program converts these quantities
to BCD via the routine AP@4BCD, then prepares the appro-
priate command words to the antenna interface.
6.2.10 BCD Conversion Program (AP@4BCD)
This routine converts a binary number into a BCD.
Each decimal digit will be represented by 4 bits.
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6.2.11 Brake-One Program (BRAKEON)
When the brakes are applied this program nulls the
output to the hydraulic to prevent the antenna from driving
while the brakes are applied.
6.2.12 Zero Predicts Program (APPREDZ)
In manual program mode, this routine is called to
set the predicts equal to zero. The command angle will




There is only one postpass program, viz., history
analysis. There is an option to output the database onto
a magnetic tape. The history analysis program produces a




Although the program ran satisfactorily improve-
ment in speed of execution and in the quality of its
performance can be achieved.
Speed of execution can be improved by fragmenting
some of the larger programs into smaller subprograms which
would be executed only when necessary. This should also
prove to be a valuable asset in debugging the programs.
A new augmentation filter should be designed which
would provide better performance than program mode.
without augmentation or autotrack mode.
Since the programs developed under this contract
were meant to prove certain concepts, the main emphasis
was placed on achieving operational status. Refinement




In the following pages we present flowcharts for all
programs and subprograms. Included with each flowchart is a
brief description of each routine, together with a list of
inputs, outputs, other routines required, and any other per
pertinent information.
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Address of input provided in
register X7
Output is stored in address
4 locations above that con-
tained in register X7
Method:
The general form of Z-transfer function used is:
A Z + A
Z +o 1
Z + b
The output is calculated as follows:





* F(nT) + A
i
F[(n - 1)T]










Addresses of input, output and
parameters Ao, A1, and b 1 of
the Z-transfer function.
Obtains addresses described
under output above and trans-

















Addresses of input, output and
parameters Ao, A1, and b1 of
the Z-transfer function.
Obtains addresses described
under output above and trans-











Addresses of input, output and
parameters A0o, A1 , and b 1 of
the Z-transfer function.
Obtains addresses described
under output above and trans-











Addresses of input, output and
parameters Ao, A1 , and b1 of
the Z-transfer function.
Obtains addresses described
under output above and trans-











Addresses of input, output and
parameters Ao, A and b of
the Z-transfer function.
Obtains addresses described
under output above and trans-









APXTRACK - Receiver Error
APXAUG - Augmentation incre-
ment to command ang.le.
Method:
The receiver error is passed through a low pass











APDCOMP1 - Position Error -
APXTF4IN




APDCOMP1 - Velocity Error -
APXTF4OT (+APXTF5IN)
APDCOMP5 - Hydraulic Value
Voltage - APXSOUT
The routine APDCOMP1 is used
in the position modes to produce
a velocity error. This error
is converted into r velocity
command by AP@DCTF5 which is
compared to the output of
AP@DCTF6, which is related to
the true velocity of the antenna.
The difference is converted to
a command (APXSOUT) to the hy-
draulic value. APDCOMP5 is also














Entry Name: STRT - Executive routine
Other Routines Required: APIO, ASTIME
Input: APSCHDLE -- Schedule Table
Output: None
Function: This program executes routines whose entry
points are stored in the schedule table APSCHDLE by
the mode control program APPMODE. These programs are
selected according to the setting of the bits in the
status function words APSTAT1 and APSTAT2. The
operating system (monitor) activates this program,
via an external interrupt every 1/20 sec. After all
the routines in the schedule are executed control is
returned to the monitor. Prior to the execution of the
programs in the schedule, all the necessary I/O is
performed via tile routine APIO and the real-time is
converted to seconds via ASTIME.
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EXECUTIVE


























OTHER ROUTINES REQUIRED: APRSCAN, AP@AGMNT, LIMTEST
INPUT: APXC, APXSCAN, APXAUG, APXENC
OUTPUT: APXC, APXTF4IN
METHOD:
The command angle APXC is modified by adding the
augmentation and scan increments (APXAUG, APXCAN)
if these are selected. The modified angle is then
limited to the allowable value, if necessary. The
position error (APXTF4IN) is calculated as the
difference between the command angle and the encoder
value (real angle). The limit indicators are set
when APXC exceeds the allowable limit and reset
wiien iL uoes i not.
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APSEC



































Transfer input from database to output location
in database.
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Time in the form HHMMSS is extracted from ALTIME
and converted to seconds and stored in APSTSEC.
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ASTIME
T E - -(-ASTIMIE )
x, .I ,,















Corresponds to entry names above.
Corresponds to inputs above.
METHOD:
The input is inserted into the proper bits of the

































The quantity to be tested against the limits is
contained in R0. The proper test is selected by
the value of X3. The output is a value that lies










The setting of the X-Position Bias digit switches
is stored in APDXBIAS. This value is converted
from BCD and added to the command angle APXC, when








The status word APSTAT3 is checked to determine
if the brakes have been applied. If the brakes
are on then the value output voltage AIXSERVO
is set to zero, to avoid driving the antenna






INPUT: (See Table 4)
OUTPUT: (See Table S)
METHOD:
I/O to the interface is performed. The input is
derived from interface input command words.
(See 6.2). An encoder filter is included which
disregards the infrequent spurious readings of
the encoder. The output to the interface is
composed of output command words in which the
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ENTRY NAME:
INPUT: APCTSEC, APXC, APXENC
OUTPUT: AICTDSP1, AIXCDSP1, AIXCDSP1
METHOD:
Command time and angles and real angle are con-
verted to BCD. Then this data is inserted into
























INPUT: APSTAT2 (Contains scan radius)
OUTPUT: APXSCAN
OTHER ROUTINES REQUIRED: SIN, COS
METHOD:
(See Section 4.1.1). When scan is selected the time
t is initially zero. At the beginning of each new
cycle t is increased by 1/20 sec. When the scan
angle reaches 5r (2 1/2 turns) t is decreased by
1/20 sec and the antenna spirals inward. The polar-
ities of the X and Y scan increments are chosen at
0° and 57 ° to produce the spiral shown in Figure 5.
Since the scan radius is selected via a rotary
a, ith ;c o'utut+ a b .4- , tween Osi _Gons t he
scan radius is not altered until the new reading
(APSTAT2) remains constant for 20 cycles; i.e., 1 sec.
When changing scan radii the scan angle is kept
constant to achieve the smallest change in antenna
pointing attitude.







INPUT: APSTAT1, APSTAT2, APSTAT3
OUTPUT: APSCHDLE
METHOD:
If the status indicators remain constant, the
program exits immediately. Otherwise, a branch
to APPMODI is performed and a new schedule







OTHER ROUTINES REQUIRED: ADDT, ADDX, APPREDZ
INPUT: APDXBIAS, APDTBIAS, APXPRED
OUTPUT: APXC
METHOD:
(See Section 4.1). There are two modes of operation:
program mode and manual program mode. In the first
case the command angle APXC is derived from the
appropriate predict angle. In the second case the
command angle is equal to the setting of the



























ENV TO XY CONVERSION
FORTRAN IV
ENV predicts
XY predicts once per second
(See Section 6.1.2)
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SOURCE LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
OPSCON Pass Data Tape
Predict Listing
METHOD:
Predict information on OPSCON Tape is listed
giving satellite ID, date, orbit #, beginning










Selected information from database
METHOD:
The History Tape contains a one per second dump




where X corresponds to the Nt h item in the database
(see real-time program listing). If scaling is
needed, then the appropriate code is added, for
example:
X=X*SF where SF is a scale factor.
Finally a print statement is used to list X; i.e.,
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APPENDIX II
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The following list of definitions is divided into
two parts: database and program names.
Database



















X - tachometer reading
Y - tachometer reading
X - receiver error
Y - receiver error
X - velocity (Joystick)
Y - velocity (Joystick)
x - position error (Joystick)
Y - position error (Joystick)
X -binary encoder ra psitin)
Y - binary encoder (real position)
X - BCD position bias (digit switches)
Y - BCD position bias (digit switches)
Time bias (digit switches)
Status function word 1
Status function word 2



















X - Valve voltage
Y - Valve voltage
X - Program mode error
Y - Program mode error
Decoded input from interface
The following 16 entries correspond one-to-one to.
the 16 quantities AIXTACK thru AISTAT3 described earlier
under the heading input from interface. The only dif-
ference hbetwr them i that t h fnlTwing quantities
























X - Encoder setting correspond to zenith
Y - Encoder setting corresponding to zenith
X - Stow angle
Y - Stow angle
Digital Compensation Parameters
To evaluate the output of a Z-transfer function (see
flowchart for ZEEXFM) the parameters ao, al, b and a
previous value of the function F(MT) are needed. Thus for








































































Station time in seconds
Command time in seconds
X - Command angle
Y - Command angle
X - Predict
Y - Predict
X - Flag used by. e;ncoder filter
Y - Flag used by encoder filter
X - Augmentation increment
Y - Augmentation increment
X - Scan increment
Y - Scan increment
X - Output of APYSOUT program
Y - Output of APYSOUT program
Work area for APDISPY program
Double buffer (160 words) for predicts







A - Mount OPSCON Tape - ENV #
B - Load Program
ENV to XY Conversion Program
A - Mount OPSCON Tape - ENV #
B - Mount Predict Tape - XY ##
C - Load program
D - Program will ask for satellite id; enter
satellite id on KSR - note that a zero will
cause program to exit.
E - Program will ask for orbit #; enter orbit #
on KSR
If satellite id or orbit # do not match those on
ENV #, a diagnostic will be output on KSR and program
returns to step D or E.
If the requested pass is found on ENV # the pass
is processed and control returns to step D.
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History Analysis Program
A - Mount History Tape - HIST
B - Load Program
Real-time Program
It is assumed that the program resides on magnetic
tape.
A - Load program (use load-deck)
B - When A is done, keyin:
IMEMORY SET, 6
C - Load run-deck
If operation in program mode is desired, load
XY## and HIST tapes and press "start" on each





!INTC A,+63 (Arm Interrupt)
Program should be running at this point.
III-2




If a history is needed, turn SSW2 on. To bypass history
tape at any time, turn SSW2 off. SSWl is used to exit.
After such an exit the program cannot be restarted by
an IF keyin. One must start with step C.
If program mode is selected and either of the tapes
XY## or HIST are not mounted, program aborts. Since
program mode is the default mode of operation, it is
advised that the MAN. PROG switch on the antenna console
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